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Open house is a chance 
to showcase what is 
right with education!
By Andrea Nwagwu, Public Relations 
Coordinator, anwagwu@pitsco.com

In an era when it seems that the news 
is filled with stories about everything 
that’s wrong with education, you 

have an opportunity to show your local 

community and media something that 
definitely is right with education!

The kinds of hands-on, technol-
ogy-rich activities going on in your 
Synergistic Learning Systems lab are the 
trend in education and help define the 
future for your students. 

One great way to market the educa-
tion revitalization happening in your 
classroom is to hold an open house and 
invite the community, other teachers, 
staff from nearby districts, parents of 
students, and local media. 

An open house can build awareness 
of your program, build community 
support for sustaining the lab, and 
give parents a glimpse into what their 
children “did in school today.” 

The key to hosting a successful open 
house is careful planning. Ideally, you 
should start planning three months 
before the event to ensure that you have 
ample time to create a guest list, mail 
invitations, plan the order of events, 
request a Pitsco representative to attend, 
and alert the media.

I am available to create invitations 
for you, write a news release for the local 
media, send marketing materials, and 
make arrangements for a Pitsco repre-
sentative to attend. In addition to those 

services, your local Synergistic Education 
Consultant can help guide you through 
the process.

Typically, your local media (news-
papers and television stations) will be 
happy to give the community notice 
about your upcoming event as well as 
cover the actual open house. Getting 
people into your lab and letting them 
watch your students in action is a great 
way to put the focus on the success of 
your Synergistic students. ■

A recent open house at Hulcy Middle School in 
Dallas, Texas, gave facilitators and students a 
chance to show off their lab.

Tips for a successful open house
1. Begin planning at least 

three months in advance.

2. Determine the kind of 
event you want and who 
should be invited.

3. Contact Pitsco to help you 
create invitations and a 
news release.

4. Work with your local Pitsco 
Education Representative 
and Pitsco’s Public 
Relations Coordinator to 
plan the event.

5. Alert the local media so 
they can promote and 
possibly cover the event.

Specific open house ideas!
Missions – Page 16
Modules – Page 18

Suites – Page 29

By Andrea Nwagwu, Public Relations Coordinator 
anwagwu@pitsco.com

Many elective course teachers are in a struggle to see 
their programs survive budget cuts when schools are 
pressured to prepare students for the reading, math, 

and science testing required by NCLB. 
As Pitsco Director of Education Matt Frankenbery explains 

in his column (see page 3), the hands-on approach to educa-
tion in Synergistic Systems labs is critical in helping students 
connect those core subjects to the real world.

What your administration might not realize is how much of 
those “core” subjects are being taught in your exploratory or 
career-focused lab. We have a tool that can help you make the 
case to not only keep but also promote your lab with hard facts: 
it’s called an Amalgama Curriculum Correlation Report.

These reports are packed with information on how the cur-
riculum in your lab integrates math, science, language arts, and 
technology standards into every Mission, Module, and Suite.

For example, we recently put together an Amalgama report 
for a technology lab in Nebraska. In addition to addressing 81% 
of Nebraska’s technology standards for middle school, the lab 
also hit 71% of the math standards, 32% of the reading and 
writing standards, and 69% of the science standards – not bad 
for an “Exploring Technology” course. 

If you find yourself in the position of needing to defend the 
existence of your lab or if you want to add some new titles to 
improve your math and science coverage, call 800-828-5787 or 
send me an e-mail, and I’ll give you details on how to purchase 
an Amalgama report for your lab. ■

Amalgama proves lab is more than just an elective
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The value of your lab: preparing 
students for the world of work
When high school dropouts were asked why they left 

school, their number one answer was, “Classes were 
not interesting.” When asked what might have kept 

them in school, the most frequent response was, “Provide more 
real-world learning opportunities.” 

These facts validate the age-old question students regularly 
pose to teachers, “Why do I need to know this?” The beauty of 
your classroom is that you can easily answer the query. 

Contextual learning
When Synergistic Modules were introduced in the late 

1980s, the main implementation area was middle school 
exploratory courses – Technology Education, Family and 
Consumer Sciences, and Career Explorations, to name a few. 

More than 15 years later, the majority of the 3,500 Modules 
labs across the 
country are still 
implemented in 
the career and 
technical education 
exploratory arena. 
So, what occurs 
in your lab that 
doesn’t occur in 
other classrooms? . . . Yes, you know the answer to this rhetori-
cal question!

Here’s just one example of what happens when students 
don’t experience a contextual learning environment like your 
lab. In results from the “2005 Skills Gap Report – Survey of the 
American Manufacturing Workforce,” the National Association 
of Manufacturers’ Manufacturing Institute commented that 
“Only 40% of American manufacturers responded that high 
school graduates were prepared for a typical entry-level job in 
their company that required only a GED or diploma.”

To put it another way, six out of every 10 high school gradu-
ates aren’t prepared to adequately fill a position designed for 
their level of education. That’s what happens when students 
don’t experience contextualized math and science competen-
cies as they do in your lab.

The survey goes on to list the three most frequently cited 
responses regarding specific deficiencies of the public educa-
tion system:

1) Basic employability skills – attendance, timeliness, work 
ethic (55% of respondents)

2) Math and science understanding (51%)
3) Reading and comprehension (38%)
As a result of these types of unfortunate findings regarding 

graduates’ lack of preparedness, a growing trend has emerged 
toward mandating that students select career pathways and 
majors in Grade 8 or early high school. Regardless of your 
stance on this trend, it shows that educational decision makers 
realize students need a stronger connection between their K-12 
education and the world of work they will soon enter. 

Your Synergistic Learning Systems lab provides contextual 
experiences that many traditionally taught classrooms do not. 
Even if your lab is not a “core” offering, it provides embedded 
math and science content (see Amalgama article on facing 
page), and it also develops the basic employability skills that 
comprise a strong work ethic all employers so desperately 
desire.

Additional information
“2005 Skills Gap Report – Survey of the  

American Manufacturing Workforce”
www.nam.org/2005skillsgap

Three broad conclusions emerged from the research:
• Today’s skill shortages are extremely broad and deep, 

cutting across industry sectors and impacting more than 80 
percent of companies surveyed.

• Skill shortages are having a widespread impact on 
manufacturers’ abilities to achieve production levels, increase 
productivity, and meet customer demands.

• High-performance workforce requirements have 
significantly increased as a result of the skills gap and the 
challenge of competing in a global economy, according to 
nearly 75 percent of the survey respondents. ■

Matt Frankenbery

Education Perspective

Market Your Lab

Not just another class
Following are suggestions for promoting and 

marketing your Synergistic Learning Systems lab:

• Open the lab during PTA or PTO meetings.
• Invite the principal to observe students during 

class.
• Create lab brochures that are available at all 

times.
• Laminate and post Parent Briefings at worksta-

tions (English and Spanish versions, if desired).
• Show links to careers at each workstation, such 

as a description of the top three careers related 
to the curriculum topic at that workstation.

• Invite the school counselor to your class once 
each semester and explore various careers.

• Request an Amalgama report that details which 
standards are met by the lab curriculum.

• Post at the workstation the course guide for the 
middle school, high school, or college where 
most students are likely to attend.

http://www.nam.org/2005skillsgap


Administrators’ Corner

Administrator knows curriculum well
Dye once taught Modules and 
Suites and explains why it’s 
important to market labs

Introduction: Jim Dye has worked in education for more 
than 20 years. He taught Synergistic Modules at the middle 
level for three years and Synergistic Suites at the high school 

level for two years before accepting the position of Department 
Chair for Applied Arts at Plainfield (Illinois) South High School. 
In his fourth year as department chair, he is responsible for 
scheduling, budgeting/purchasing, and teacher evaluation. 
He also serves as the liaison to the local career center and is a 
teacher/coordinator for the cooperative education program. 

TPN: The Pitsco Network
JD: Jim Dye

* * *
TPN: What is the name of the 

Suites course, and is the course a 
requirement or an elective?

JD: The course is called 
Introduction to Industrial 
Technology, which is a carryover 
from the former introductory 
course. That course was based on 
traditional industrial technology 
areas such as drafting, woods, and 
metals. It is a year-long elective course open to freshmen and 
sophomores.

* * *
TPN: What specifically about the Synergistic Suites makes them 

a perfect fit for Plainfield South?
JD: The high schools in this district have eliminated most of 

the technology education/industrial technology courses. The 
laboratory gives students an opportunity to acquire techno-
logical knowledge and develop skills, such as problem solving, 
teamwork, and communication, and provides them with some 
hands-on activities.

* * *
TPN: Why is it necessary for a facilitator to market the lab to the 

school’s administration – even after the lab has been installed?
JD: This has been especially important at PSHS, as a new 

principal and assistant principal for curriculum joined us three 
years ago. I felt it was important for them to understand what 
was different about the Suites lab compared to programs they 
may have been familiar with at other schools. Administrators 
should be made aware of the types of activities and the devel-
opment of problem-solving and communication skills that are 
components of the curriculum.

* * *
TPN: Why is it necessary for a facilitator to market the lab to 

prospective students?

JD: As a department chair, the obvious answer here is to 
generate student enrollment! But, most students do not have a 
clear idea of what a Suites lab is all about or how it differs from 
a middle school Modules lab. In addition to marketing the lab 
to students, we have also invited counselors to the lab and had 
them try some of the activities. This is the group of people that 
suggest courses to students, so it is important they are knowl-
edgeable about the lab curriculum and processes. 

* * *
TPN: In your opinion, how could a facilitator go about market-

ing the lab to prospective students?
JD: Besides word of mouth, most of our marketing is done 

by displaying artifacts and by utilizing the Exploration Nights 
here at PSHS. These are events that bring eighth grade students 
and their parents to the high school to learn about expecta-
tions, curriculum, sports, activities, and electives. This is a great 
opportunity to show what is done in the lab. We display some 
sample student documents and projects and have shown 

videos of the lab in action. We try 
to hook them before they go to 
the foreign language or art tables!

* * *
TPN: When you were the Suites 

facilitator, how did you market 
your lab or generate support from 
administration and students?

JD: Basically by using the strat-
egies mentioned above. I tried to get as many people to visit 
the lab as possible, to see the “wow” factor and the students in 
action. Also, I never passed up a chance to talk about what was 
going on in the lab. I feel a fondness for the lab and still tend to 
think of it as “my lab.” 

* * *
TPN: What are some of the positive effects the Suites have had 

on Plainfield South students? 
JD: Two things come immediately to mind regarding this. 

The communication and presentation skills developed in the 
lab will help students in all of their other courses at every level 
of education. In addition, the students have been involved in 
a course that is more open-ended than most classes they take. 
Students have opportunities to develop their own ideas/solu-
tions/answers in the Suites lab.

* * *
TPN: Why are the soft skills (teamwork, leadership, presenta-

tion, critical thinking, problem solving) learned in the Suites lab 
important for students as they move on to the remainder of their 
high school years and college?

JD: These are important skills in school, regardless of the 
educational level. Schools are now beginning to catch up with 
us in Career and Technical Education and are requiring more 
problem-solving, collaboration, and presentation skills. The 
experiences in the lab give students a chance to develop these 
skills. These are also the abilities desired in the modern world of 
work. ■

Jim Dye
Applied Arts Department Chair
Plainfield South High School
Plainfield, Illinois

Market Your Lab
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Synergistic educational practitioners are fortunate to have 
Missions, Modules, and Suites that deliver significant 
student success by term’s end. But that curriculum is 

constantly evolving.
The adage that whoever forsakes the old for the new knows 

what he is losing but is excited to anticipate what he will find 
describes the case with the extensive variety of curriculum 
offerings produced by Pitsco, Inc. 

For many, the “old” is more than adequate while the 
newer offering becomes a challenge for recent lab creations. 
Regardless of the scenario, funds are necessary to refurbish or 
develop the learning environments. 

Funding sources are available to aid in the acquisition or 
replenishment of Synergistic labs. The funding sources may be 
aligned with teacher preparation, student creativity, or strictly 

classroom needs; 
and science, math, 
and technology 
are primary targets 
of the funding lar-
gesse. Among the 
funding sources 
are: 

Intel
The objective is to improve through the effective use of 

technology. Focus is placed on math, science, and engineering 
education. Missions that are a good fit include Air Power and 
Design and Test. The Applied Physics 
and Biotechnology Modules would 
fit the criteria as outlined in the Intel 
format. Visit www.intel.com.

Explora Vision
This group encourages students 

and staff to use the technology 
at hand and try to think of other 
applications for the in-hand technol-
ogy. The objective is to help with 
planning and problem-solving 
skills. There is a strong emphasis on 
environmental issues. 

Modules such as Climate & 
Biomes and Missions such as Plants 
and Soil and Rocks are all in keeping 
with the Explora Vision objective. 
Visit www.exploravision.org.

Moss Foundation
These grants are directed at 

teachers for use in funding additions 
to their classroom resources. Visit 
www.mossfoundation.org.

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
The AIAA provides grants for science and math programs. 

Funds may be used for science supplies or any materials that 
energize hands-on learning. Missions such as Structures or 
Skyscrapers and Modules such as Flight Technology or Forces 
would be appropriate areas of investigation. Visit http://www.
aiaa.org. 
Toyota Tapestry Grants

These grants are directed toward science teachers who can 
use their technology to create exciting classroom experiences 
for their students. Missions, Modules, and Suites curricula are 
filled with these types of experiences. Visit http://www.nsta.
org/programs/tapestry/.

Chisholm Foundation
Projects that have long-range educational possibilities 

such as the Modules and Missions would be popular for such 
support. Visit http://chisholmfoundation.org.

*  *  *
These opportunities will soon become dated and of no 

utility. If we wait too long, we may fall into a fatal passivity 
that stalemates our growth in the areas of science, math, and 
technology. 

Continued resistance to change would be a disservice to 
teaching and deprivation of student opportunities while totally 
contrary to the aims of the No Child Left Behind Act. ■

Pat Forbes

Grant Opportunities

Grant funding sources can help 
improve your lab, curriculum

http://www.intel.com
http://www.exploravision.org
http://www.mossfoundation.org
http://www
http://www.nsta
http://chisholmfoundation.org
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When some teachers hear the 
phrase “marketing your lab,” it 
sounds awkward and they tend 

to shy away from the entire concept. 
That’s because most of us who chose 
education as a career did so in lieu of 
sales, marketing, and other business- 
oriented vocations.

Somewhere along the line during 
our preparation, we were probably even 
taught that direct connections between 
business and education were  
questionable at best. 

Fortunately, once we begin teaching 
in the real world, we discover that these 
apparently contradicting entities can 
actually work together. Distilled down 
to its basic premise, we recognize that 
businesses can and should partner with 
educational initiatives. The purpose for 
this partnership is evidenced when these 
same initiatives produce competent, 
well-rounded individuals who can 
then become productive members of a 
company and community. 

PR and PB (Parent Briefing)
The question at hand becomes, “How 

do you generate such a partnership?” In 
the specific case of Suites and Modules 
labs, I believe the first step is to make 
community and business leaders aware 
of what your class has to offer. Pitsco’s 
Public Relations Department is ready, 
willing, and able to help you generate 
open house events and media blitzes.

In addition to those excellent options, 

I would like to mention a couple of ideas 
that you can use on your own. The first 
and most obvious promotional tool in 
your lab is the Parent Briefing. By the 
time you leave training, you know what it 
is and where to access it for the Modules 
and Suites in your room. 

Of course, it’s designed for parents, 
but don’t underestimate the potential 
impact it could have on a business owner 
or community leader. Many of these 
individuals probably have no idea what is 
actually taught in your lab. These simple 
Parent Briefings can quickly and suc-
cinctly communicate this critical informa-
tion to visitors and interested individuals.

Show off student work
The next obvious choice is student 

work. Projects, whether they be written 
reports, multimedia creations, or tan-
gible items can speak volumes about 
the complexity and quality of student 
engagement. Rockets, cars, bridges, and 
robots are high-visibility and high-impact 
items, so use them! 

Without a doubt, the most impor-
tant and most impressive method of 
promoting your lab can be the students 
themselves! If you’ve ever seen visitors 
in a lab being led around the room and 
“instructed” about curriculum titles and 
activities by a student, you know exactly 
what I mean.

This “living proof” of your class and 
system communicates more than any 
PowerPoint you could put together. 
When business and community leaders 
understand how teamwork, individual 

accountability, project learning, and 
assessment are interconnected, you will 
be amazed at their willingness to get 
involved.

And the best part is that you didn’t 
have to “sell” anything, you simply made 
people aware of what’s already happen-
ing. So marketing your lab and your job 
as educator can work hand in hand. In 
the end, students benefit the most. That’s 
what we call a “win-win” in business and 
education. ■

Mark Maskell

Teacher Development

Marketing and education: 
they can go together

Utilize tools, students, and 
projects to demonstrate  
power of the curriculum

Bottle rockets (above) and bridges (below) that 
students have built are great items to put on 
display during an open house or other similar 
event in your lab.
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Editor’s Note: Synergistic Learning Systems Curriculum 
Specialist Ray Grissom formerly worked as a Synergistic Modules 
facilitator in Lamar, Missouri, for 10 years. 

Marketing a Synergistic lab to students is not a difficult 
task, and it should be done on a regular basis. It is an 
ongoing series of little things that show students you 

care about what they learn and are proud of your program. 
Keeping all your activities inside your classroom will not help 
you stay in the minds of students when it comes time for them 
to choose classes.

 Use your 
hands-on 
class activities 
to showcase 
items in highly 
visible places 
in your school 
and create 
interest. We 
placed CADD drawings in a display case in the main lobby of 
our building. Before school started, most students waited in the 
lobby to go to class and were able to see them. It was a source 
of pride for students to have a drawing in the display cabinet. 
Parents who came into the building were also able to see them.

Culminating activities that can be held where other 
students can see them create interest in your class. In our 
school district, we held CO2 car races in the elementary 
gymnasium. The elementary PE teacher usually allowed the 
students to watch the races. Several younger students were 
heard to comment “I want to take that class!”, “What grade is 
this class?”, or “Will you be my teacher next year?” 

During the awards assembly at the end of the year, 
we presented trophies to the top three CO2 car builders. 
Younger students could see these trophies being presented 
and an interest was created. 

Launching rockets in the playground area is also an 
attention getter. Just be sure it doesn’t create a hazard to 
students or cause excessive disruption to other classes. 
Having students go outside to cook hot dogs is another 
attention getter. 

Make friends with the counselors and school administra-
tion. Let them know how many multiple learning styles are 
used and how many state standards are addressed in your 
class. Armed with this information, they will publicize your 
class as a good learning opportunity.

If you can arrange to have students preview classes 
before pre-enrollment, you can talk about what occurs 
in your class and create excitement. Point out that your 
lab uses hands-on practical activities and is not all book 
work. Be sure to point out it is not an easy course and that 
students are successful.

Make arrangements to have the counselors bring students 
to your room to show off your equipment and activities. Your 
room will probably be different than any other room in the 
building. It will have all of the “neat stuff” in it. There won’t be 
rows and rows of desks, but cool furniture with computers and 
lots of equipment. 

Labels on the furniture will have titles such as Forensic 
Science, Electronics, Robots, Natural Disasters, CADD, Video 
Production, Audio Broadcasting, and many other high-interest 
topics. Have some of your equipment operating such as the 
Airtrack, Airtable, or maybe a gem protected by a high-security 
laser system. 

The ongoing little things you do throughout the year will 
have just as much impact as any last-minute ad campaign. 
Word travels fast among students, and if you treat students 
right and enjoy your work, students will eagerly sign up for 
your class. ■

Pique student interest early
Veteran classroom teacher gives tips 
for how and when to plug the lab

Ray Grissom

Curriculum Perspective

Make arrangements to have the 
counselors bring students to your 
room to show off your equipment 

and activities. Your room will  
probably be different than any other 

room in the building.



          From

 Synergistic
           to

    Careers

Monica Key of Bridgestone-Firestone  
(manufacturing plant in background) observes 
LBC Middle School students working with 
gears at the Energy, Power & Mechanics Module.

Story by Tom Farmer 
Photos by Rob Hanlon
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Synergistic Modules labs are a foun-
dational component upon which this 
career emphasis is being built. Langley-
Bath-Clearwater (LBC) Middle School is 
in its third year with a Modules lab, and 
Schofield Middle School installed a lab in 
October.

But in an era when school funding is 
tight and in a geographical area where 
it’s even more so, this local school 
district alone could not have funded the 
Synergistic labs. Through the orchestra-
tion of a local education foundation, 
Public Education Partners, area busi-
nesses were brought into the mix, shown 
what the Modules could do, and asked to 
help sponsor the labs.

At LBC, 17 Modules, a management 
system package, and the lab furniture 
were sponsored by local businesses 
and organizations, and a combination 
of foundational grants and career and 
technical education funds covered the 
remaining costs.

“The Synergistic lab cost would 
have made it difficult for our school to 
purchase one. We needed some outside 
funding source to help bring the lab into 
the school,” said LBC Principal Russell 
Gunter. “To have a lab of this nature and 
the opportunity our students now have 
was beyond anything we ever expected.”

Local business leaders are pleased 
with what they see in the LBC lab, and 
many of them are onboard with the 
effort to set up labs in the county’s nine 
other middle schools over the next five 
years.

Bridgestone-Firestone Community 
Relations Coordinator Monica Key said 

her employer is proud to sponsor the 
Energy, Power & Mechanics Module at 
LBC, where students use software and 
hands-on equipment to learn about 
gears, machines, and various types of 
energy and power.

“In the past when you thought about 
manufacturing, you thought about doing 
a hands-on job, manual labor. That’s not 
the case anymore,” Key said. “Everything 
is computer driven. It takes highly skilled 
operators to run our machinery. The labs 
help the students become more familiar 
with the computer, more comfortable 
with that type of technology.”

Why do businesses sponsor the labs?
Public Education Partners (PEP) 

spearheaded the push to get Module 
labs into Aiken County middle schools 
through financial assistance from busi-

nesses, which could directly benefit from 
the career and core content focus of the 
curriculum. 

In recognition of their contribution 
(a minimum level of financial support 
is required to sponsor a Module), each 
business has its name posted at a specific 
Module or other lab component.  

“It was always our vision that the lab 
would not only present students with 
academic concepts but would be a link 
to the business community, that it would 
make students realize the diversity of 
employment options open to them and 
available right here in Aiken County,” said 
PEP Executive Director Diane Mangiante. 
“That’s why each Module bears the name 
of a sponsoring business or community 
organization.”

The Savannah River National 
Laboratory (SRNL), with 870 employees 

Businesses that 
sponsor Modules in 
the Synergistic lab at 
LBC Middle School in 
Aiken, S.C., are recog-
nized by having their 
name posted below 
the Module name at 
the workstation. At 
left, Aiken Regional 
Medical Centers’ 
name is listed below 
the name of the 
Module it sponsors, 
Microbiology.

In many communities, public education is the concern of the school board 
and school administration, and businesses do their part by paying local taxes 
and hoping for the best. Two major players – education and business – fill 
their roles and don’t necessarily work together with championship results 

(student success) in mind.
Somebody forgot to send that game plan to Aiken County, South Carolina. 

Aiken County Public Schools and local businesses no longer take such a simple, 
hopeful approach. In Aiken, education officials and business leaders have joined 
forces to prepare students for careers – careers within their own community.

Businesses see relevance of career-focused  
curriculum and sponsor Modules
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including 670 on its research staff alone, 
is the applied research and development 
laboratory at the U.S. Department of 
Energy’s Savannah River site. SRNL spon-
sors the Alternative Energy Module.

“My eye is always on the future, 
looking for that next generation of 
researchers,” said SRNL Director Dr. Todd 
Wright. “So I am intensely aware of the 
need to create excitement among young 
people for science, math, and technol-
ogy. Sponsoring a Module in an area like 
alternative energy is a tie back to the 
current research at SRNL on hydrogen 
fuel cell technology.”

The SRNL Manager of Energy Security, 
Bill Holtzscheiter, echoed Wright’s senti-
ment: “The Alternative Energy lab Module 

for us offers a unique opportunity to 
have an impact because, when you’re 
operating at state-of-the-art research, 
there’s not always a good entrée for you 
to deal with the middle school area. 
Yet, that is an important feeder type of 
program for the scientists and engineers 
we will need to support our laboratory in 
the future.”

Local hospital officials didn’t have 
to be asked twice to sponsor a science-
related Module, Microbiology.

“The shortage of qualified health care 
workers is uniquely serious. One-third of 
the nursing workforce is over 50 years of 
age,” said Aiken Regional Medical Centers 
Director of Human Resources Mark 
Sherry. “Aiken Regional Medical Centers 

realizes this is not solely a hospital issue 
and that it will require collaborative 
efforts among clinical leaders in prac-
tice, education, healthcare executives, 
governments, and the Aiken community.”

Aiken Electric Cooperative Chief 
Executive Officer Gary Stooksbury says 
awareness of the electricity industry is 
a secondary benefit to sponsoring the 
Electricity Module. The primary benefit is 
the education of students.

“Education and economic develop-
ment go hand in hand,” Stooksbury said. 
“Thriving schools mean thriving busi-
nesses and communities.”

In order for any business to survive 
– let alone thrive – in today’s global 
economy, it must have motivated and 
highly skilled employees. Introducing 
students to career opportunities early 
during their education can only serve 
to help them and their employers in the 
future.

“When we take business people 
into the lab, we don’t have to tell them 
about return on investment. They can 
see it right in the faces of the students,” 
Mangiante said. “The excitement and 
engagement are so obvious, and the stu-
dents are doing exacting work, applying 
concepts, communicating, and working 
as a team. Nothing else we’ve seen in 
schools does this like a Synergistic lab 
and manages the class for the teacher as 
well.”

Modules introduce 
students to real skills

When Key observed and visited with 
students at the Bridgestone-Firestone 
sponsored Module, she recognized 
immediately the value of hands-on, 
multimedia-based curriculum where 
experiencing the concepts, not just 
reading about them, is the focus.

“These are things our operators 
deal with on a daily basis. That’s real-
world type stuff,” Key said. “Kids are 
excited about technology. Before, there 
really wasn’t an avenue to get these 
kids interested in a possible career in 
manufacturing. Now, we’re starting to 
get some really intelligent students that 
may be thinking, ‘Hey, maybe I want to 
go into manufacturing when I get out of 
school.’”

Added Principal Gunter, “The local 
sponsors are able to see students at the 
middle level experimenting with tech-

“The local sponsors are able to see students at the middle level  
experimenting with techniques and procedures that are required for their 

particular area of the work force.” 
– LBC Principal Russell Gunter (below)

Continued on page 13
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Module sponsors

Energy, Power & Mechanics
Bridgestone-Firestone

Microbiology 
Aiken Regional Medical Centers

Alternative Energy
Washington Savannah River Company

Electricity
Aiken Electric Cooperative

Other businesses and organizations that sponsor 
Modules at LBC Middle School in Aiken, S.C.

•	 BioEngineering (Southern 
Mortgage Company)

•	 Water Management (Bank 
of America)

•	 Applied Physics (R.E. Phelon)
•	 Gravity (Midland Valley 

Lions Club)
•	 Robots (Aiken School 

District & LBC PTO)
•	 Genetics (Drs. Bill and Cindy 

Besson)
•	 CADD (Parsons)

•	 Statistical Analysis (Regions 
Bank)

•	 Package Design (Wachovia)
•	 Weights & Measures 

(Kentucky-Tennessee Clay 
Company)

•	 Engineering Bridges (Bechtel 
Savannah River, Inc.)

•	 Plastics & Polymers (Peoples 
Community Bank)

•	 Computer Graphics & 
Animation (J.E. Stewart 
Builders, Inc.)

Lab components funded 
through donations

•	 Teacher workstation and manage-
ment system (Wackenhut Services, 
Inc.)

•	 Student workstations and furniture 
(Gregg-Graniteville Foundation and 
Community Foundation for CRSA)



By Tom Farmer, Editor 
tfarmer@pitsco.com

Public Education Partners – the name says it all. This local 
education foundation in Aiken County, South Carolina, 
is a unifying force that spearheads efforts to improve 

education throughout the county’s schools.
Executive Director Diane Mangiante lives out the promise 

evident in the acronym of her organization – PEP – ener-
getically rallying support among school officials, businesses, 
organizations, and community members who care deeply 
about education in Aiken County.

PEP has generated private financial support necessary 
to help implement Synergistic Modules labs in two of Aiken 
County’s 11 middle schools. Area businesses and organizations 
sponsor individual Modules.

“We feel like PEP is a vital asset to our community,” said 
Monica Key, Community Relations Coordinator for Bridgestone-
Firestone, which sponsors the Energy, Power & Mechanics 
Module. “We want to support PEP because they’re such a 
vital link between public education and the community and 
businesses. We need somebody rallying for the businesses and 
community to help make our public school systems stronger. 
The school systems can’t do it alone.”

Mangiante describes PEP as an intermediary organiza-
tion that stands perfectly in the middle, serving as a voice in 
support of quality public education while at the same time 
expressing the needs of the business community as a whole as 
they relate to education.

“Local education foundations are often called critical friends 
of school districts,” Mangiante said. “It’s more than just handing 
over checks to administrators. The community has much to 
add to public education, and a local education foundation is an 
excellent way to make that happen.”

LEFs growing in number
Local education foundations (LEFs) are popping up all 

across the country and now serve in areas that encompass 
more than 20 percent of all public school students. According 

to Public Education Network, a national alliance, “LEFs are 
community-based advocacy organizations that engage local 
citizens in public education reform. Though independent of 
their local school districts, LEFs work closely with public school 
administrators, teachers, and boards. Their partners are parents, 
community leaders, businesses, and students.”

Mangiante has been with PEP since the organization was 
formed 11 years ago and is committed to improving Aiken 
Public Schools, which ultimately benefits every member of the 
community.

“PEP is completely independent of the school district,” she 
said. “We have several district administrators on our board as ex 
officio, nonvoting members. We consult with them and other 
school people regularly. If we set goals that are unrealistic, 
that’s of no use to anyone, so it’s important to stay in touch and 
work together.”

PEP has supported more than 140 projects in Aiken Public 
Schools, including:

•	Great Leaps Reading, a daily mentoring program for strug-
gling readers.

•	C2 Career Connections, an online tool that connects busi-
nesses to schools.

•	Fine arts programs in music, art, drama, puppetry, and 
photography.

If donors prefer to designate a specific program they’d like 
to support, PEP accommodates their wishes. “For example, 
a family foundation recently wanted to fund upgrades to a 
particular high school’s auditorium,” Mangiante said. “They did 
that through a grant to PEP since we are a 501(c)(3) organiza-
tion, a public charity.”

Additional Synergistic labs will be funded in part through 
business and organization donations to PEP.

“We’ve already committed support of an additional 
Synergistic Learning Systems lab Module in another middle 
school in Aiken County,” said Dr. Todd Wright, Director of the 
Savannah River National Laboratory, sponsor of the Alternative 
Energy Module. “We see this partnership with Public Education 
Partners as a wonderful opportunity to reach students and to 
promote science and math education effectively.” ■

Public

Education

Partners

Intermediary organization 
links businesses and 

education in Aiken, S.C. Public Education Partners Executive 
Director Diane Mangiante
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niques and procedures that are required 
for their particular area of the work force.” 

The math-science-technology focus 
of the hands-on Synergistic lab is a great 
way to dispel academic myths about 
those subjects being boring.

“We know that the best way to create 
an adult who understands science is to 
get them interested as a child or a teen,” 
said SRNL’s Wright. “The Synergistic 
Modules lab provides an opportunity 
to promote science, math, and technol-
ogy in a way that will interest them and 
encourage them to consider science and 
math careers in the future. The Modules 
also provide the answer to the age-old 

question of, ‘Why do I need to know 
this?’”

Career focus becomes clear at early age
Aiken Public Schools’ progressive 

approach to piquing student interest in 
particular careers at an early age is not 
a shot in the dark. A concerted effort 
to have middle level students identify 
career interests is underway so they can 
begin high school on a focused academic 
track best suited to their desires.

“A focus on career opportunity in 
the middle level helps the student to 
start setting goals,” Gunter said. “This lab 
introduces the student to several career 
opportunities they may not be familiar 

with or never thought they would 
be able to do. With the implementa-
tion of the Education and Economic 
Development Act (in South Carolina), our 
students have to begin making decisions 
that relate to future careers while in 
middle school. Again, the Synergistic lab 
shows them different careers they may 
have a new interest in exploring.”

The school district even has career 
counselors who work with individual 
students to get them on career paths. 

“LBC Middle School has a career 
development facilitator who works 
with our students,” Gunter added. “The 
students complete career inventories 

A handy session 
reference tool
Laminated, colored cards on a 
ring aid students and teacher
By Tom Farmer, Editor 
tfarmer@pitsco.com

Facilitator Janelle 
Copeland enjoys 
scurrying about her 

lab, working with students 
one-on-one or two-on-one. But with 17 Modules to oversee, 
she needs every shortcut possible to quickly assess where 
students are and what they’re doing when they need her help.

Looking for a way to streamline 
this assessment process, Copeland 
tapped into the SIM program 
and created color-coded index 
cards of session-by-session 
information for each Module.

“When I served as a 
substitute teacher last year, 
I felt students were not 
utilizing the Modules to their 
full capacity,” Copeland said. “I 
looked in SIM and thought 
the goals and equipment 
and deliverables information 
would be important in helping 
keep them on track.”

So, using a custom-created 
template in Microsoft Word, she spent 
a few hours creating the index-size cards, 
copying and pasting for each session the 

goals and deliverables/equipment information listed in SIM. 
She had the cards laminated and put together a set of seven 
that is prominently located at each Module. The cards are held 
together by a metal ring. The color coding enables Copeland 
at a glance to determine in which session the students are 
working.

In addition to using the cards as a quick refresher 
whenever she visits a Module, students use them when 

they gather materials 
from storage cabinets 

at one end of the 
room. 

“They can 
carry the 
cards with 
them, so they 

don’t have to run 
back to the com-

puter to be sure they got 
everything,” Copeland said. ■

Winning Suggestion

Above, Facilitator Janelle Copeland uses her session summary cards (left) 
to steer students in the right direction.

Editor’s Note:
This Winning Suggestion was shared by 
Synergistic Modules Facilitator Janelle 
Copeland of Aiken, S.C. For sharing this 
great suggestion, Copeland will receive a 
$50 gift certificate and a T-shirt. Submit 
your Winning Suggestions to Editor Tom 
Farmer (tfarmer@pitsco.com or P.O. Box 
1708, Pittsburg, KS 66762).

Continued from page 10

Continued on page 15
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By Tom Farmer, Editor 
tfarmer@pitsco.com

Teachers at Langley-Bath-Clearwater Middle School get it. 
They understand how the Synergistic Modules lab excites 
kids about science, technology, engineering, and math 

(STEM) concepts they might otherwise find boring or irrelevant 
in a traditional classroom.

At LBC, all classroom math 
and science teachers bring 
their students to the lab for 
several Module rotations 
throughout the year. Lab facili-
tator Janelle Copeland says the 
real-world nature of Module 
content not only teaches STEM 
concepts but it also provides 
great career exposure.

“Skills gained through all of the Modules help students to 
become more confident, independent, and self-reliant as they 
approach new tasks,” Copeland said. “Furthermore, because our 
emphasis is one of a simulated workplace environment, work 
ethics and procedures are being introduced as well.”

Science Teacher Jill Emmons says science concepts are 
much more easily understood by students in the lab than 
in the regular classroom where they only read about them. 

For example, students who complete the Genetics Module 
before the topic is discussed in the classroom enjoy a distinct 
advantage.

“They’re not fumbling over Punnett square and words 
like alleles, genome, and phenotype and things they haven’t 
encountered before, so it’s been great,” Emmons said. “And if 
it’s a review, they’re like, ‘I know what I’m doing.’ They snap it 

all together and cruise right 
through it.”

Math Teacher Jeni Lambert 
said the Modules not only 
teach and reinforce key con-
cepts but they also motivate 
students to work hard in her 
regular math class.

“It’s an incentive for kids 
who want to do Robots, EP&M (Energy, Power & Mechanics), and 
Plastics & Polymers,” Lambert said. “I tell them, ‘If you do all of 
your homework, you’ll get to do one of the Modules you want.’”

Having a STEM lab where students can experience the math 
and science learned in the regular classroom is a great benefit, 
the teachers agree.

“I get enthusiastic students, kids wanting to come here,” 
Emmons said as she looked around the lab. “I get good com-
ments in the classroom when we go back.” ■

Clockwise, from left: Facilitator Janelle Copeland answers the question of a student working at the Robots Module. Students work at the Energy, 
Power & Mechanics Module to prepare their food for cooking in the Solar Hot Dog Cooker. Math Teacher Jeni Lambert directs the students to position 
the cooker for maximum heating potential. 

Reinforcing STEM gives  
LBC students an edge

“They’re not fumbling over Punnett square and words 
like alleles, genome, and phenotype and things they 

haven’t encountered before, so it’s been great.”
– Science Teacher Jill Emmons

mailto:tfarmer@pitsco.com
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and surveys and are introduced to 
career opportunities through classroom 
exercises.”

Mangiante said the Synergistic labs 
are scrutinized further to ensure effec-
tiveness. Surveys are conducted before 
and after the course to determine the 
extent to which students are thinking 
about careers.

“Do they have a career plan when 
they begin to experience the lab? How 
does that change over the course of that 
year? Are their career choices becoming 
more nuanced, more deeply thought 
out than just doctor-lawyer type level?” 
Mangiante asked. “What we have found, 
at least in our preliminary results, is that 
students are more interested, thinking 

more favorably about math and science 
than they were before they started the 
lab. And they are finding that the lab 
itself is influencing their career choices.” 

Additional labs planned
Aiken businesses are eager to spread 

the joy of Synergistic learning to other 
middle schools.

“Now that the first two labs are under 
our belt, the school district and Public 
Education Partners have determined 
they’re having the impact we had hoped,” 
Mangiante said. “Our goal is that every 
student in Aiken County middle schools 
will have this type of rich experience. 
That means nine more schools to go, so 
it’s quite a challenge for us.” 

Bridgestone-Firestone, Savannah 
River National Laboratory, Aiken 

Regional Medical Centers, Aiken Electric 
Cooperative, and others are already 
stepping forward to help fund additional 
Synergistic labs.

“We are committed to support PEP in 
an effort to build a strong and thriving 
public school system for our business 
and the community,” Key said. “We need 
students interested in pursuing careers in 
manufacturing.”

Mangiante is confident the other nine 
middle schools will get their Synergistic 
labs during the next five years, further 
strengthening the education-business 
partnership in Aiken County.

“They’re coming to us,” she said of 
local businesses. “I got a call the other 
day: ‘We want to give to the next lab. 
Where’s it going to be?’ That’s great.” ■

Student discoveries 
at the Electricity (left) 
and BioEngineering 
(right) Modules might 
one day lead them to 
a job as a scientist at 
the Savannah River 
National Laboratory 
(below).

Continued from page 13
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By Kelly Reddin, Development Manager 
kreddin@pitsco.com

Ready for an eye-popping open house? Get your digital 
camera or camcorder ready because everyone will want 
to remember how much was experienced during your 

special event! 
These 10 Missions can provide a variety of demonstrations 

that involve kids and parents. The students will reinforce their 
knowledge and enjoy working with and challenging their 
parents in this animated open house.

Series IV
•	Puzzlers: Place two of the games used in the Mission 

on the Crew table. Have students challenge their parents to a 
contest. Use the timer so everyone can have a turn or to see 
what the fastest times are for solving challenges.

•	Rocketry: Set up the rocket launcher and the target. Have 
students and parents make rockets and try to hit the target. 
Have students post the names of everyone who hits the target.

•	Engineering: Instruct students to prepare several trusses 
in advance. Ask for stu-
dents and parents to write 
estimates of how much 
weight each truss will hold 
and where the break points 
will be. Then, have each 
student test his or her truss 
and post the “winning” 
estimates next to the truss.

•	Transportation: Have 
students prepare several 
crumple cages in advance. 
Have students explain to 
parents why they chose the 
design. Then, use real eggs 
to test the cages. Have 
students post their designs 
and the results.

•	Cells and Reproduction: Instruct students to explain the 
steps of cell division to their parents who follow the students’ 
instructions using the LEGO chromosomes set. 

Series III
•	Lenses: Students can use the computerized microscope 

to examine slides and objects found in the room. A slide show 
can be created during the open house.

•	Body, By Golly: Have students determine if their parents 
have a right or left dominant eye, foot, hand, and so forth. 
Then, have students use the mirror and the maze worksheets to 
challenge their parents. Students can use the timer and write 
the time required.

•	Skyscrapers: Students and parents can build towers using 
cards and cups. Post the height of each tower.

•	Electricity: Students can set up a simple open circuit to 
test conduction. Have students demonstrate how to do the test 
and what materials conduct electricity. 

•	Flying Things: Students and parents can fold paper 
airplanes and test fly for height or distance. Write the numbers 
on the airplanes and post.

By the end of the 
night, you will have a 
great new set of bulletin 
boards that students have 
created. You can add 
digital pictures of parents 
and students interacting 
and make focal points for 
future discussion. ■

Missions Open House Suggestions

Mission 
activities 

for students 
and parents

During a Missions open 
house, allow students to 
show off their science skills 
(above) and paper airplane 
prowess (left).

mailto:kreddin@pitsco.com
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Missions Customer Service

By Joel Howard, Systems Customer  
Service Manager, jhoward@pitsco.com

I frequently receive calls and e-mails 
from teachers who have just taken 
over an existing Synergistic Missions 

lab and are confused as to the contents 
of each Mission. It seems new Missions 
teachers are less likely to attend train-
ing than a new teacher in a different 
type of Synergistic lab. 

Although Missions might be less 
complicated than Modules, many of 
the same situations apply to both, and 
teachers who do not receive formal 
training could have a real challenge on 
their hands. 

If you find yourself in such a situa-
tion, we are here to help. For instance, 

we can provide a complete listing of the 
components that should be within each 
Mission. This will enable you to inven-
tory each Mission, ensure the correct 
items are in each Mission, and order any 
parts that are needed.

We can also easily provide you with 
replacement pages for your notebooks. 
Let’s face it, even if they are well cared 
for, kids will be kids and you may have 
pages or even notebooks that are 
damaged. 

All of the items within your lab are 
also covered under warranty for a full 
year from date of purchase. So in the 
event that you have defective equip-
ment, we will replace it at no charge 
during that first year.

Not only do we have an entire 

customer service staff to assist you 
with any technical or equipment issues 
but we also have a curriculum staff 
comprised of teachers to answer your 
curriculum-related questions. We are 
available via phone or e-mail if you 
need us.

Last but not least, we can put you in 
contact with other Mission facilitators 
either via the www.pitsco-network.com 
Web site or by contacting your local 
sales organization. As you know, it can 
be very helpful to communicate with 
someone else in a similar situation.

So don’t feel like you’re alone out 
there. We can provide many resources 
to help you and your students achieve 
success in the Missions lab. ■

New teachers can turn to us for help

jhoward@pitsco.com • 866-773-2797

From questions on inventory to consumables to curriculum, we can find the answer

By Kelly Reddin, Development Manager 
kreddin@pitsco.com

Three-day Missions were exploratory in nature to pique 
the interest of students in several areas of science and 
technology. As educational focuses changed, so did the 

Missions. The focus on academic standards increased signifi-
cantly following development of the original Missions. 

Consequently, an increased number of school days and 
room for additional curriculum enable students to cover more 
standards as they work through the activities of the Missions. 
Planning around the standards helped focus the Missions’ 
content. It also helped ensure that these Missions would be 
richer in content, meeting more standards in a direct way.

Mandate: hit more standards
When preparing to begin the massive update of the Series 

III and Series IV titles from three to five days, the first task was 
to look at the National Science Teachers Association standards. 
The Synergistic Learning Systems curriculum team worked 
to weave appropriate standards-based content into existing 
Mission titles. 

Then, we looked at several state standards that were more 
specific or not included in the NSTA list. We again incorporated 
some of those into the working Mission titles.

For example, Air Everywhere previously focused on para-
chutes. Now, this Mission deals with oxygen, other gases, and 

the lungs, as well as parachutes. Students now create four 
different parachutes and conduct an experiment. The number 
of standards addressed by this Mission has also increased.

In Puzzlers, students now learn about the brain and 
how people learn. Challenging activities are still part of the 
curriculum.

In addition to updating Missions, several new titles were 
developed. Chemical Reactions and Technology and Design 
both address standards that were not previously covered in 
the three-day Missions. Scientific Skills and Scientific Discovery 
were written to teach the scientific method through hands-on 
activities and documentation of data.

The end result
 Following the update, Series III Missions collectively 

addressed 100% of the NSTA standards for K-4. Series IV 
changes addressed several additional standards to bring the 
total to 126 of 131, or 96%, of NSTA standards for Grades 5-8.

Teachers with Synergistic Missions labs might need to 
cover the state standards specific to their region or area during 
whole-class or small-group activities. 

For example, a state standard may be to recognize the fish 
and plants that are native to a nearby river. This likely would not 
be covered within a Mission, so it would be a great opportunity 
to plan a field trip or a whole-group activity.

Synergistic Missions can be a total science program or a 
supplement to an existing program. Correlated to national and 
state standards, Missions provide proven processes for student 
comprehension and retention. ■

Missions update: standards increased 
Planning around academic standards
helps improve the focus of curriculum

mailto:jhoward@pitsco.com
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By Carol Hand, Curriculum Specialist 
chand@pitsco.com 

It’s time to plan your open house! Your 
students have worked diligently all 
year, and you’re proud of their accom-

plishments. You – and they – want to 
show off their new skills, knowledge, and 
products to parents, other students, and 
administrators. 

But how can you convey the sense of 
excitement and discovery that you see 
every day in your classes? Which Modules 
would best showcase your students’ new 
knowledge and abilities?

A really successful open house will 
probably include these three ingredients: 
 Products made by students 

throughout the year 
 Demonstrations of equipment 

use, activities, or experiments
 Fun activities in which guests can 

participate

Share student creations
 Nothing succeeds like food! 

For your open house, try baking 
cookies using the recipe in Baking & 
Measurement. Provide ingredients and 
choose students to make several batches 
before the open house. Continue baking 
throughout the open house, so the room 
smells great and everyone gets a freshly 
baked cookie. 
 CO2 cars from the Research & 

Design Module can take a place of 
honor during an open house. If time 
and space permit, you can even stage a 
race! Rockets from either Rocket Science 
or Rocketry & Space are also great for 
display. Staging a rocket launch during 
an open house might be difficult, but 
if you can manage it, your ratings will 
skyrocket!
 Let guests participate in demon-

strations of high-tech skills. Set up the 
flight simulator in Flight Technology and 
let them try their flying skills. In Robots, 

have students direct as guests manipu-
late the SAM and Rooster robots. In 
Audio Broadcasting, have students record 
guests’ voices and demonstrate sound 
mixing by adding a musical background.
 In FACS classes, display the 

trapillows made during Sewing & Design 
and the information sheets on how to 
be a responsible babysitter made during 
Entrepreneurship: Child Care. 

Demonstrate students’ knowledge
Major results of student learning 

with science and math Modules can be 
showcased by having students demon-
strate a piece of equipment or complete 
an experiment. The product of the 
demonstration becomes the students’ 

explanation that links the 
math/science principles 
learned to the equipment or 
experiment. Here are some 
examples:
 In Forensic Science, 

show how to lift a finger-
print, make a slide of a 
hair and view it under the 
microscope, or analyze 
handwriting samples. 
 In Alternative Energy, 

demonstrate the fuel cell car, 
solar cells, or wind turbine. 
Or, if you have Energy, Power 
& Mechanics, set up the solar 
hot dog cooker under a heat 
lamp.
 In Light & Lasers, set 

up a laser security system 
and let your guests try to 

steal the gem that’s being protected.  
 In Statistical Analysis, set up 

the basketball hoop, stage free-throw 
contests, and analyze the data on-screen.
 In a Module containing the Boreal 

microscope (Cell Structure or Plants & 
Pollination, for example), set up slides 
of cells or tissues, demonstrate how to 
focus the microscope, and show the slide 
on-screen. 

Remember, these are only sugges-
tions! Your open house will be successful 
if it’s based on what’s happening in your 
lab. Which Modules do your kids get 
really excited about? What cool products 
have they made throughout the year that 
you can display? And which Modules 
have short, eye-popping activities 

that can be done during 
the open house, either as 
demonstrations by the 
students or (even better) by 
the guests themselves? ■

Show off kids’ creations and skills
‘What can I do during an open house?’

Modules Open 
House Suggestions

Cooking-related Modules such 
as Snack Nutrition (above) are 
always a hit at open houses, 
and CO2 dragster races as part 
of the Research & Design 
Module (left) leave everyone 
with a sense of excitement and 
awe.
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Here are three “Top 10” Modules 
lists. The first is an overall Top 10. The 
other two may be more useful for 
teachers who have specialized labs 
– all tech or FACS, or all science and 
math. No titles are repeated – if it’s in 
the overall Top 10, it isn’t in the others. 

Have a great open house!

Overall
1.  Alternative Energy
2.  Baking & Measurement
3.  Flight Technology
4.  Forensic Science
5.  Light & Lasers
6.  Research & Design
7.  Robots
8.  Rocketry & Space
9.  Sewing & Design
10.  Statistical Analysis 

Tech & FACS
1.  Audio Broadcasting (sound 

mixing – guest participation)
2.  CADD (display CAD drawings)
3.  CNC Manufacturing (demonstrate 

Z-mill)
4.  Digital Design (display newsletter 

and T-shirt designs)
5.  Digital Transportation (demon-

strate use of GPS)
6.  Digital Video or Video Production 

(make/edit a video – guest 
participation)

7.  Engineering: Bridges or Towers 
(use structure tester to test 
bridges or towers)

8.  Package Design (display package 
designs)

9.  Practical Skills (demonstrate using 
tools, drilling a hole, installing 
plumbing)

10. Rocket Science (display rockets)

 Science & Math
1.  Applied Physics (demonstrate 

heat expansion apparatus)
2.  Astronomy (scale model of solar 

system distances)
3.  Environmental Issues (pasta 

mining, pH experiment)
4.  Food Science (use digital balance, 

identify food items by odor)
5.  Heart Fitness (heart rate monitor, 

blood pressure monitor)
6.  Natural Disasters (tabletop seis-

mograph, tracking Katrina)
7.  Oceanography (salinity experi-

ment, water pressure column)
8.  Plastics & Polymers (display golf 

tees)
9.  Simple Machines (demon-

strate simple machines using 
framework)

10. Water Management (flow rate 
measurements, watershed model)

Top 10 Open House Modules
Having students demonstrate their newfound skills at the Flight Technology Module is always a hit – with parents and students.
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Special to The Pitsco Network

The creation of the T.V. Broadcasting 
course at Booker T. Washington 
Junior High School in Conroe, 

Texas, was the direct result of a problem-
solving effort and a desire to reignite a 
love for learning in students.

Lee Allen, a 26-year veteran teacher 
with 11 years in a Synergistic lab, had 
witnessed the motivational aspects 
that Module instruction fostered in his 
students. He especially noticed that kids 
who had been operating the Synergistic 
Video Production Module really got into 
the on-camera activities. 

He also knew that in the Module 
learning environment, students were 
weaned off of passive learning and 
transformed into self-paced, motivated 
learners, which was one of the primary 
objectives with the Synergistic System. 

The problem-solving part of this sce-
nario came into play shortly after Allen 

had opened the Synergistic tech 
lab at Washington. His principal had 
asked him to solve a faculty morale 
problem, which stemmed from a 
directive given by the district to 
deliver character education during 
the homeroom period. Teachers had little 
or no time for preparation, and the kids 
looked at it as just another lecture. 

Realizing that this generation of 
students spends more time with their 
television sets than their parents, Allen 
determined that a television broadcast 
would be the best medium for delivery 
of character education material; it is 
a familiar mode of communication to 
which students are receptive. 

Thus was born the concept of the T.V. 
Broadcasting program. The district gave 
support through equipment purchases 
enabling the program to get up and 
running.

The course was designed for 10 
students who apply for positions on 
what is affectionately called “The News 
Team.” These kids go through a job 
interview and a screen test process with 
Allen during their 7th grade year. Then 
at the end of the year an announcement 
reveals the 10 students who made the 
team.

The most unique aspect and most 

important motivational tool for the kids 
in this program is that twice a week 
they play a direct role in producing a 
25-minute program. It is a real-time, 
real-world experience with deadlines and 
pressures of the broadcasting industry. 

Grading in this program is in accor-
dance with job review standards in the 
broadcasting industry with deadlines 
counting as major exam grades. Jobs 
include field reporting, photo enhancing, 
digital editing, audio overlay work with 
full sound production, camera filming 
techniques, scripting, and studio produc-
tion efficiency analysis.

This award-winning program breeds 
motivated learners just as the Synergistic 
technology labs have been doing for 
years in the district. 

Allen now uses both the Video 
Production Module and the Digital Video 
Module as screening tools for potential 
News Team candidates. He even utilizes 
the same software from those Modules 
as his initial editing tools, so these two 
Modules help to train potential News 
Team members. ■

Module 
spin-off 
now on 
the air!

Winning Suggestion

Editor’s Note:
This Winning Suggestion was submitted by Synergistic 
Modules Facilitator Lee Allen of Conroe, Texas. For sharing 
this great suggestion, Allen will receive a $50 gift certificate 
and a T-shirt. Submit your Winning Suggestions to 
Editor Tom Farmer (tfarmer@pitsco.com or P.O. Box 1708, 
Pittsburg, KS 66762).
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Latest techniques covered 
in updated Video Production
By Jeanne McCready, Curriculum Specialist 
mccready@pitsco.com

The Video Production Module has received a substantial 
update. But don’t worry because a lot of the same 
technology standards are still covered and met in this 

Module. Listed is a session-by-session explanation of the 
changes made to this Module.

• In Session 1 students learn the basic operation of the 
new Sony DCR-HC 26 camcorder. Instead of recording their 
productions to tape, students now download their record-
ings via a FireWire cable directly to the computer’s hard drive. 
This is a more modern approach to recording video and 
requires less equipment and cabling. 

• In Session 2 students use digital editing software, Movie 
Edit Pro, to edit their video clips recorded in Session 1. Analog 
editing is discussed, but no longer practiced in this activity. 
Using Movie Edit Pro, students are able to add digital photos 
and audio files to their recordings. Students also learn how to 
synchronize various media files so that they play for appro-
priate durations. Students learn how to render a video and 
export files as different file types. 

• In Session 3 students continue to learn about the 
different types of video production. Students learn what 
a storyboard is and storyboard their own public service 
announcement.

• In Session 4 students record and edit their public 
service announcements. Students continue to learn various 
video-editing techniques. In this session, students again add 
additional media files to their recordings and learn how to 
add text to their video.

• In Session 5 students continue learning about the differ-
ent types of video production and storyboard a commercial.

• In Session 6 students record the commercial video script 
written in Session 5. Again, Movie Edit Pro is used to edit 
the recordings. Every editing technique introduced in the 
Module is implemented in this session. Students are required 
to manipulate media files, add text, render, and export their 
commercial production. 

• In Session 7 students use Movie Edit Pro to compile all the 
projects created in this Module into a final video production. 
Their final interactive production is burned to CD. (This CD 
makes a great Open House showcase item!)

Many exciting changes have occurred within this Module. 
For further information regarding these changes and 
updated pricing, please contact our Sales Department at 
800-828-5787. ■

Student Objectives
Session 1

• Learn the basic operation of a camcorder.
• Learn basic camera movements.
• Write a news report.
• Record your news report.

Session 2
• Learn about analog editing.
• Edit your news brief.

Session 3
• Examine different types of video production.
• Choose a public service announcement topic.
• Learn the purpose of a storyboard.
• Storyboard your own public service announcement.

Session 4
• Explore communications technology.
• Record your public service announcement.
• Edit the public service announcement.

Session 5
• Explore how video is used to influence people.
• Write and storyboard a commercial.

Session 6
• Explore the history of video.
• Record your commercial.

Session 7
• Explore Federal Communications Commission regulations.
• Merge together each of the individual video clips created 

during this Module.
• Burn your final video production to CD.

mailto:mccready@pitsco.com
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By Tom Farmer, Editor 
tfarmer@pitsco.com

About three years ago, Charles Beebe took the step most 
younger people only dream about – he retired after 
27 years teaching and 10 years working outside the 

classroom.
But unlike most retirements, the joys of traveling, fishing, 

and relaxing were not to be realized – at least not at that point. 
The administration at Arbor Creek Middle School in Lewisville, 
Texas, asked Beebe to return to his Synergistic Modules lab just 
two months into his retirement.

“My school called and wanted me to finish out the rest of 
that year,” he said. “The next year I started teaching half days 
and I’m still going.”

Modules Mentor
For the past 14 years, Beebe has facilitated the Modules lab 

at Arbor Creek. He now teaches only half the day and spends 
time serving as a mentor for facilitators in some of the district’s 
13 other Synergistic middle school labs.

“I started helping to set up the new labs about 10 years 
ago,” Beebe said. “Back then our vocational director would put 
experienced teachers with new ones. As time progressed, this 
mentoring job just sort of evolved into what it is now.”

New facilitators get more than just the “how to” from Beebe. 
He can share Synergistic Modules history with them and point 
out the way things used to be in the early 1990s.

“At that time it was a totally different system,” he said. “The 
students received directions from notebooks. We used VCRs 
and televisions to teach the technologies of the Modules. 
This was backed up with some programs on some very slow 
computers.”

Gradually, though, technology and Module content 
improved.

“The change I like the best is that by having everything 
on a computer it is harder for the students to skip parts of the 
program,” Beebe explained. “With the notebooks all they had to 

do was to turn a page and they just skipped part of the lesson.
“For the most part the curriculum has gotten better. There 

seems to be more for the students to do, and in the newer 
Modules they seem to work harder and are more interested. 
I believe that in the newer Modules the students learn more 
about Module content.”

Even some of the more difficult students encountered along 
the way have managed to get the most out of the lab, though 
not all of them got off to a great start, as was the case with a 
student during Beebe’s first year facilitating the Modules.

“I had this student that did not like school or any of his 
teachers. That included me,” he said. “This student was in 
(Engineering) Towers, and over the course of about three days 
he put glue in the VCR and into some of the videos. When I 
caught him at this, I sent him to the office. This of course had a 
steeling effect on him and the rest of my students. The strang-
est part of this story is that somehow he was so impressed with 
the way it was handled that he insisted all of his brothers and 
sister take this class.”

What’s next?
As one who’s seen it all and experienced it all in a Modules 

lab, Beebe believes the future is bright.
“If Synergistic continues as it is going and continues to 

include other subjects, as they seem to be doing, I see only a 
great future,” he said. “By using a combination of traditional 
classroom and the Synergistic lab in all core classes, I see 
nothing but success for both Synergistic Systems and the 
students.”

Personally, Beebe isn’t too disappointed about his inter-
rupted retirement plans. He will continue to teach the explor-
atory Synergistic curriculum, which serves as a feeder program 
into Synergistic Suites programs at the district’s five high 
schools.

“As of now, I plan to continue teaching,” he said. “I have no 
desire to go back to teaching woodshop and drafting. As long 
as I continue to teach, I plan to stay with Synergistic. It is both 
fun and rewarding.” ■

What 
retirement?

After very brief respite, 
Beebe going strong in Texas 

and continuing to mentor 
new Synergistic facilitators

A Look Back

Charles Beebe has spent the past 14 years facilitating the Synergistic 
Modules lab at Arbor Creek Middle School in Lewisville, Texas.
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By Joel Howard, Systems Customer Service 
Manager, jhoward@pitsco.com

It’s hard to believe, but it has been 
more than 15 years since we started 
providing Modules to middle schools. 

What is even harder for me to believe is 
that I’ve been here all that time.

In the “old days,” we sold only technol-
ogy Modules, and almost all of them 
replaced existing Industrial Arts pro-
grams. When the Modules were imple-
mented, they were a novelty in that there 
was one Module per workstation with 
plenty of storage space for consumables 
and equipment.

Although we continue to install 
plenty of labs just like we did back then, 
these days many programs are in a much 
more challenging environment.

For instance, I just returned from a 
science lab implementation where we 
installed 18 science Modules on nine 
workstations in a room about the size of 
a Volkswagen! In an effort to help with 
these sorts of situations, we’ve added a 
few things to the Modules. 

New organization tools
First off, we added a generic three-

ring binder to each Module along with 
session divider pages. The idea is to 
place in the binder copies of the work-
sheets that you would normally deliver 
each session, label the binder with the 
appropriate Module name, and add it to 
the Module library. This will eliminate the 
stacks of worksheets at each workstation. 

Next, we added a sheet of small 
labels to each Module with the name of 
that Module printed on the label. This 
allows you to label every component of 
that Module right down to the scissors 
to ensure that they don’t get mixed up 
with components of other Modules. This 
may not sound like a big deal, but in a 
lab such as the one I described earlier, 
labeling is a necessity.

Again, as I look back to the good 
old days, every workstation had plenty 
of storage and the classroom was used 
only for Synergistic purposes. However, 
in these times of tight budgets and 
overcrowded schools, Modules are often 
double or even triple stacked on a single 
workstation, and the lab itself is used for 
other purposes.

In an effort to provide some mobil-

ity to the Modules, we added stacking, 
colored storage bins to each Module 
this summer. We know that many of the 
Modules contain large equipment that 
can’t be stored in containers, but we 
hope to have provided enough storage 
that all of the smaller components can 
easily be put away when a Module is not 
in use. 

As these are all fairly recent additions, 
many of you probably did not receive 
these components. If you are interested 
in obtaining them, just contact customer 
service, and we will be happy to assist 
you.

Because this is a learning process for 
us as well, we welcome your suggestions 
and ideas. For instance, if you’ve found 
that we don’t supply enough bins in a 
certain Module or too many in another, 
we would like to know. Or if you have 
done some creative things to solve these 
challenges in your own lab, let us know 
and we can share your ideas with teach-
ers in similar situations. 

It is difficult to implement global 
changes that meet everyone’s needs 
because there are so many unique sce-
narios, but we try to make small changes 
that help everyone. ■

Smaller labs require better organization
Binders, labels, and bins
have become a necessity

Recent Module  
workshop in Dallas

Above, Educational Projects Manager Dana 
Cochran conducts an on-site workshop in Dallas, 
Texas. At left, among the participants were (left to 
right) Kenneth Clark (Judson ISD – Metzger M.S.), 
Jonathan Parker (Dallas Environmental Science 
Academy), Robin Reed-Campbell (Arlington ISD 
– Ousley J.H.), Carl Lilly (Irving ISD – Sam Houston 
M.S.), Jan Taylor (Dallas ISD - Sam Tasby M.S.), 
James Rae (Irving ISD – Travis M.S.), and Lakelia 
Jones (Dallas ISD - Alex Spence M.S.).

mailto:jhoward@pitsco.com
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Note: Synergistic Modules teachers 
in Illinois and Indiana were recently 
surveyed via e-mail to determine which 
three Modules offer students the best 
educational/most eye-opening experience 
and which three Modules their students 
indicate are must-haves. The results:

Teachers’ Top Modules
1. Engineering Towers/Practical 

Skills (8 votes)
3. Research & Design/Robots/
    Rocketry & Space (7 votes)
6. Electronics/Energy, Power & 

Mechanics (5 votes)
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Students’ Top Modules
1. Research & Design (11 votes)
2. Computer Graphics & Animation 

(10 votes)
3. Robots (7 votes)

Overall Top Modules
1. Research & Design (18 votes)
2. Robots (14 votes)
3. Computer Graphics & Animation 

(13 votes)

By Juanita Bigheart, Technical Editor 
jbigheart@pitsco.com

It’s unofficially official – the results 
of Dennis Kunka’s informal e-mail 
survey show that teachers in Illinois 

and Indiana prefer the Engineering 
Towers and Practical Skills Modules 
above all others as most beneficial to 
students.

Kunka, the Synergistic Learning 
Systems Education Representative 
for Illinois and Indiana, asked facilita-
tors in his area to pick three Modules 
they thought offered students the 
best educational/most eye-opening 
experience and three Modules their 
students indicated were must-haves. 
Thirty teachers from science, technol-
ogy, and family and consumer sciences 
labs with students of all ability levels 
– including gifted, ESL, and special 
needs – responded and here’s how 
they voted.

Facilitators’ favorites
Engineering Towers and Practical 

Skills came in at number one for skills 
learned and probability of student 
success. Teachers said Engineering 
Towers offers students a good blend 
of content, thinking, and research 
skills and that the material could be 
learned and applied by students of all 
levels. It was also noted that student 
interest remained high throughout as 
they enjoyed building and destroying 
(testing) their towers.

As for Practical Skills, it affords stu-
dents a variety of hands-on activities 
with real-world applications. Students 
love working with the tools and have 
been known to assist their parents with 
small home repairs such as changing a 
doorknob.

Research & Design, Robots, and 
Rocketry & Space tied for third place. 
However, some facilitators believe that 
Research & Design cannot be beat as far 
as usefulness, holding student interest, 

and appropriateness for all grade and 
skill levels. Robots also ranked third for 
its relevance to the real world and ease 
of use and understanding. Its content 
is full of new terminology, information, 
and concepts students will probably 
use in their futures. 

Rocketry & Space made its mark 
for many of the same reasons already 
mentioned – has easy directions, is 
interesting, and everyone is success-
ful. Plus, it gives students a chance 
to see the results of their projects by 
launching their rockets. It is so student-
friendly that Ray Selcke of West 
Chicago Middle School remarked, “If 
a student doesn’t like this one, some-
thing is wrong.”

Electronics and Energy, Power & 
Mechanics tied for sixth. These two 
Modules follow the rest in being fun, 
easy to understand, good for the 
general population, and offering a high 
chance of student success. 

But for Ron Knop of Grissom Middle 
School, Tinley Park, Illinois, Electronics 
offers a little more because it builds 
student self-esteem – “When those kids 
make the LEDs light up on the board, 
or make the alarm work or the siren 
squeal, and I can honestly tell them 
what a wonderful job they have done 
. . . they just beam – no pun intended. 
And then to have the Blinky board to 
take home and show off . . . priceless!”

Likewise, Energy, Power & Mechanics’ 
applications reach beyond the lab as 
they show students the need for alter-
native energy and allow them to use 
the knowledge learned with gears and 
levers in other classes, such as science. 
Plus, students love to cook hot dogs in 
the solar cooker. 

Students’ favorites
On the flip side, students favored 

Research & Design, Computer Graphics 
& Animation, and Robots, in that order. 
According to the teachers, students are 
always begging for Research & Design, 
even though it isn’t always easy, 
because they love to build and race the 
cars. 

See Favorites, page 27

What’s your top three?
Illinois, Indiana teachers vote 
Engineering Towers and 
Practical Skills top Modules
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By Tom Farmer, Editor 
tfarmer@pitsco.com

She was emphatic and adamant, as any concerned parent 
would be, when she entered the superintendent’s office 
to demand that “something’s got to be done.”

Something had to be done about failing, at-risk students, 
including her son Ryan who was two years behind his peers in 
Easley, South Carolina. He was bright enough to pass, but he 
didn’t apply himself in classrooms that he found to be boring.

The superintendent sent 
Ryan’s mother to talk with Dr. 
Doug Limbaugh, who was 
principal at Gettys Middle 
School in the summer of 
2005. Limbaugh was working 
hard to set up the first Star 
Academy, a program that 
includes Synergistic Modules 
among a comprehensive, 
engaging curriculum that 
helps students earn enough 
credits to accelerate from 
eighth to 10th grade over 
the course of one year.

“It was such a delight to 
be able to share the news 
with her in the middle of the 
summer,” Limbaugh said of his meeting with Ryan’s mother. 
“‘Yes, the grant has come through. We’re going to have the 
program. Ryan is going to be one of the students.’” 

“But the story fortunately doesn’t end there,” Limbaugh 
continued. “Ryan came in at the beginning of the program, and 
we talked with him and talked with his mother. I said, ‘Ryan, 
you’re gonna have to do well because your mother really rode 
our back about getting this program done.’ Ryan completed the 
program, I believe, with all A’s and B’s. He was just an outstand-
ing student who had very good attendance. I think he’s just a 
real success story.”

Limbaugh recently met with Ryan and discussed his 
newfound success.

“I see an excitement in Ryan now I did not see at that par-
ticular point prior to his getting into the program,” Limbaugh 
said. “He seems to be more self-assured. He seems to have 
direction in his life. He seems to kind of know that he can have 
success and be a success in life. It’s just outstanding. We want 
every child to be successful.”

Now a sophomore, Ryan is back on track and enrolled in 
college prep courses, a far 
cry from his situation 18 
months ago when he and his 
mother weren’t sure where 
he was headed. Ryan credits 
the Star Academy for his 
about-face.

“They made it interesting 
with all the computers and 
everything,” he said. “It was 
fun that we got to do experi-
ments a lot and actually got 
to work instead of sitting 
there doing everything over 
and over again on pieces of 
paper. You actually got to do 
things.”

Socially, the Star 
Academy was a welcome 

change because instead of being viewed as different by his 
classmates, Ryan was among a group of 80 students facing the 
same tough challenges.

“I made a lot of friends in the Star Academy,” said Ryan, who 
is entertaining thoughts of going to college and in his spare 
time is teaching himself to play the guitar, a passion he picked 
up from a Star Academy classmate.

As Ryan’s mother wished, something was done – the Star 
Academy was opened – giving Ryan and others a second 
chance at academic success, a second chance at making 
something of their lives. ■

‘Something’s got to be done’
Student’s newfound success proves that Star Academy 
was the answer to his mother’s desperate plea for help

“I see an excitement in Ryan now I did not see at that particular point 
prior to his getting into the program. He seems to be more self-
assured. He seems to have direction in his life.”
– Dr. Doug Limbaugh, former principal, Gettys Middle School

“It was fun that we got to do experiments a lot and actually got to 
work instead of sitting there doing everything over and over again on 

pieces of paper. You actually got to do things.”  
– Ryan, Star Academy graduate, 2006

Star Academy students at Gettys Middle School in Easley, South Carolina, work 
together recently to complete a task at a Synergistic Modules workstation.
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By Tom Farmer, Editor 
tfarmer@pitsco.com

Being named a “Best of the Best” school in a national 
competition doesn’t happen by accident. Some great and 
innovative projects and approaches must be successfully 

implemented before a school can even hope to be considered 
a finalist for such an honor.

Chisholm Middle School in Newton, Kansas, didn’t set out 
to win awards when it established teamwork and collaboration 
programs that put students, parents, and school officials on 
the same page working toward the same goals. But success on 
this front has led to the school being awarded one of the most 
coveted academic honors.

The 2006 Schools of Distinction “Best of the Best” tag was 
bestowed this fall on only two schools, one of them Chisholm. 
Principal Cesar Pena says teamwork not only has led to 
improved communication but also to a stronger sense of unity.

The Synergistic Modules lab at Chisholm functions in a 
similarly successful manner with its focus on teamwork and 
collaboration.

“Students in a Synergistic Module lab are more or less 
forced to find a way to relate, communicate, and adapt to one 
another,” said Modules Facilitator Tom Ehrlich. “Sometimes this 
process takes place through trial and error. Students don’t have 
to do this just once, but every time they enter a new Module 
rotation with a different partner.

“We as teachers must do the same. When teaming and col-
laborating with each other, we must find a way to relate to each 
other’s content, communicate our team procedure, and adapt 
to one another’s personalities.”

Chisholm has had a Synergistic Modules lab for 10 years.
“In the eight years that I have been running the technology 

lab, I have never had any problems motivating students to 

participate in a hands-on learning environment,” Ehrlich said. 
“I remember when the lab transitioned from the notebooks to 
the computers. I had an opportunity to ask the students that 
had both setups. They told me that they were more motivated 
to use the computers than the notebooks. The students love 
that the information is presented to them digitally.”

Perhaps Chisholm’s secret to success in raising parental 
involvement and student test scores is that great effort is 
expended to keep all three points on the triangle (school offi-
cials, parents, and students) connected and actively involved in 
communication.

“Our staff knows how important these three components 
are when it comes to student learning,” Ehrlich said. “If everyone 
is on the same page, everyone is successful. It’s a team effort. 
The staff as a whole is always looking for better ways to com-
municate. Everyone has a voice. Everyone is part of the team.” ■

Chisholm 
Middle 

School: 
‘Best of 

the Best’
Student effort in school’s 
Modules lab mirrors the 

approach that led to  
Schools of Distinction honor

 Editor’s Note: Pitsco, Inc., is a sponsor of the Schools of Dis-
tinction Awards. Among past Best of the Best winners is MacArthur 
High School of Irving, Texas, which employs the Synergistic Suites 
curriculum.

Among those in attendance to present and receive the Schools of Distinction Best of the Best honor in 
Washington, D.C. in October were (from left) Francie Alexander – Senior Vice President of Scholastic Education, 
Chief Academic Officer, Brenda Musilli – Worldwide Director of Education, Intel Corporation, George Leary 
– 2005-2006 Chisholm Middle School Principal, Dr. John Morton – Superintendent of USD #373-Newton, 
Kansas, Vicki Adame – 2005-2006 Chisholm Middle School Vice-Principal, Gary Ewert – 7th Grade Social 
Studies Instructor, Paul Buller – 6th Grade Science Instructor, Bev Hunter – 8th Grade Language Arts Instructor, 
Dr. Craig R. Barrett – Intel Corporation Chairman of the Board, and Ernie Fleishman – Intel Corporation Senior 
Vice-President of Education and Corporate Relations. Chisholm received a $25,000 cash award.

Teacher Tom Ehrlich talks with students at the Research & Design Module  
in the Synergistic lab at Chisholm Middle School in Newton, Kansas.
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En Contacto

By Dana Cochran, Educational Projects Manager 
dcochran@pitsco.com

“What did you do in school today?”
“Nothin’.”
“Really, what are you learning in English?”
“Not much.”
If you have children in school, you’ve probably expe-

rienced such dialogue at the dinner table. My children 
are in third and fifth grades and this is an almost daily 
conversation for us. 

Thank goodness their teachers are proactive with 
communication and let us know what’s going on 
each week via a classroom newsletter. The classroom 
newsletter keeps me informed about the week’s events 
and lets me know what topics each teacher is cover-
ing. Without it, I’d have to run my own version of the 
inquisition each day just to find out what my kids are 
studying in science and social studies. 

Each Synergistic Module has a “Parent Briefing” 
document that lists vocabulary words, concepts, and 
experiments or projects their students are doing. This tool is 
excellent in keeping parents involved with the most elusive of 
students – the teenager.

Now, we also have Parent Briefings available for each 
Module in Spanish. The new documents are titled “En Contacto,” 
which means “in touch.”

Some of you may be thinking, “I thought they had these 
already.” And you would be partially correct. We have had some 
Parent Briefings available in Spanish, but not for all titles, and 

some 
briefings were in need of updating.

This year we had all Module Parent Briefings translated, and 
these documents are available on SIM Online for all Module 
versions 2.6.0 or later. Note: This is a new feature and isn’t avail-
able for older Module versions.

Take advantage of both English and Spanish versions of the 
Module Parent Briefing. Your students’ parents will appreciate 
knowing what’s going on in your lab – even if they still have to 
interrogate their students about social studies. ■

New Spanish Parent 
Briefings will help more 
parents keep ‘in touch’

Computer Graphics & 
Animation is also one of the most-
requested Modules, especially by 
students who enjoy video games. 
Although, one instructor noted 
it was students’ choice for most 
difficult. And finally, Robots rated 
third because of the hands-on 
activities and engaging work; but 
more importantly, because stu-
dents get to control the remote 
Rooster and SAM robots.

Research & Design and Robots 

finished among the top three 
for both students and teachers, 
though overall results indicate 
students are drawn to Modules 
that allow them to get their 
hands on equipment, build proj-
ects, and have fun, while teachers 
are drawn to Modules that give 
all students an equal chance for 
success and teach them skills or 
ideas they can use long after their 
current class has ended. ■

Favorites Continued from page 24
•  Topic: Which career 

you’ve experienced 
in the lab interests 
you most and why? 

•  Eligible participants: Current Synergistic Learning 
Systems students. 

•  Length: Up to 250 words (one page of double-
spaced, 12-point type). 

•  Deadline: Entries must be received by Dec. 12, 
2006. Mail your top three entries to Editor Tom 
Farmer, The Pitsco Network, P.O. Box 1708, Pittsburg, 
KS 66762 or via e-mail to tfarmer@pitsco.com. 

•  Prizes: More than $500 in prizes will be awarded to 
students and teachers.

mailto:dcochran@pitsco.com
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By Kelly Reddin 
kreddin@pitsco.com

Have you ever sat through 
a presentation looking at 
the clock, wishing that you 

could fast-forward to the end? 
Sometimes that can happen at a 
professional development seminar, 
and sometimes it can happen 
during Suite Team presentations. 
While you can’t do much about 
the next in-service presenta-
tion, you can help your students 
make engaging and professional 
presentations.

First, you must set the stage 
for presentations. What role will 
the students be playing? If they 
are advertising agency representa-
tives, what type of attire is appro-
priate? What type of materials and 
equipment would be acceptable? 
What message are they trying to 
get across?

Who is the target audience? If 
it is school board members, ask the 
students to explain what school 
board members’ priorities are and 
what they will be looking for. Then, ask the students how they 
plan to put that information into their presentation.

Discuss and practice
Many students have never had to make a group presenta-

tion and they do not know how to transition from person to 
person. Have them give examples of ways to transition from 
person to person. They also need to discuss where those group 
members not speaking will sit or stand until their turn arises. 
Again, they will not be aware that whispering or nervous  
movement behind or beside a speaker is distracting.

You may also choose to conduct role-playing with chewing 
gum, hands in pockets, swaying to no music, and so forth, 
so students can tell you what they find distracting. Students 
generally can distinguish good presentation skills from bad 
ones but are not aware of their own personal performance.

Videotape presentations
Videotape Suite Team presentations, and watch all the pre-

sentations during the next class period. Have each team write 
a list of things that went well and things they need to improve. 
Also, have them pick out positive points from the other groups’ 
presentations so they can potentially incorporate some new 
ideas into their next presentation.

The next round of Suite Team presentations should reveal 
great improvement. Again, videotape the presentations and 
spend the next day critiquing. When Suite Teams encounter 
the last challenge, find appropriate teachers, PTA members, 
business personnel, and so forth to attend.

Tell students that visitors will be in attendance. If you need 
to arrange a different location, do so and make the students 
aware of the change. Then, allow the students to practice at 
the new location the day before. Ask the students what attire 
would be appropriate for the situation. 

I have had the pleasure of seeing students who usually wear 
flip-flops and way-too-baggy clothes dress in sports coats and 
trousers (sometimes even a necktie) for presentations. Over 
time the gum disappears, hands hold onto podiums instead 
of resting in pockets, seating arrangements become smarter, 
transitions smoother, and the students really are very proud 
of their presentations. I have seen business persons truly 
impressed with what they saw, which in turn boosted support 
for the school. 

Teaching students presentation skills is important. These 
skills will carry over to other classes and, perhaps more impor-
tantly, to interviewing for a job or scholarship. Stage presence 
and a convincing argument can seal the deal on getting hired 
or receiving a scholarship. They just may have you to thank for 
honing a soft skill that means a lot. ■

Help students improve  
their Suite presentations

The experience students garner during a Suite Team presentation (above) could prove invaluable when 
they’re asked to give a presentation later during high school or their post secondary education.

mailto:kreddin@pitsco.com
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By Jeanne McCready, Curriculum Specialist 
mccready@pitsco.com

When considering which Suites 
are best suited to feature 
during an open house, a 

few titles jumped instantly to mind. 
For example, in Forensic Science and 
Engineering, the products produced are 
remarkable, and parents will undoubt-
edly be duly impressed.

In fact, in the majority of Suites, 
students create products such as robots, 
rockets, and 3-D models that  
demonstrate skills taught. These are all 
great for showcasing.

The more I thought about it, though, 
the more I realized that based on the 
Synergistic Suites system design, every 
Suite has great “showing off” potential, 
even if no tangible products were 
produced in the Suite. 

This can be accomplished by allowing 
students to give presentations during 
the open house describing how their 
challenges were solved. Having students 
show off their knowledge and skills 
gained at a Harbor rotation is by far more 
impressive to me than a physical product 
produced. 

Based on that fact, I have put 
together a list that includes feature ideas 
for each Harbor.

Open House Features
Aerospace Rocketry
Note: If possible, stage a rocket launch during 

the open house. 
• Mission Control – Construct a water-bottle 

rocket.
• Aerodynamic Engineering – Use the vertical 

wind tunnel to demonstrate how to test the 
drag of the different shapes.

• Propulsion Engineering – Explain the process 
of determining the right rocket fuel mixture.

AgriBiotechnology
• Quality Control – Demonstrate taking 

samples from lab surfaces to culture bacte-
rial plates.

• Research & Development – Demonstrate gel 
electrophoresis by running a gel to separate 
dyes.

• AgriScience & Society – Demonstrate gene 
splicing (inserting a gene into a plasmid) 
using a model.

Business
• Ethics – Discuss business ethics/regulations 

many businesses face.
• Legal Aspects – Discuss common business 

laws.
• Accounting – Use QuickBooks to set up a 

bank account for a pseudo company.

Communications
• Desktop Publishing – Create a brochure.
• Business Presentation – Demonstrate how 

to add graphics, sound, video, and special 
effects to a PowerPoint presentation.

• Digital Imaging – Capture and manipulate a 
digital photo.

Digital Manufacturing
• Design – Create a drawing using AutoCAD.
• Fabrication – Create a FoamCAD drawing and 

cut it out.
• Materials – Test the elasticity, stress, and 

fatigue properties of several different 
materials.

Engineering
• Planning & Design – Create a 3-D model 

drawing using TurboCAD.
• Engineering Physics – Test a parachute 

designed to slow a vehicle.
• Analysis & Testing – Wire a series or parallel 

circuit.

Forensic Science
• Evidence Analysis – Demonstrate the process 

of lifting a fingerprint.
• Crime Lab – Demonstrate the procedures for 

testing the physical and chemical properties 
of an unknown substance.

• Crime Scene – Demonstrate some of the 
procedures used to accurately document a 
crime scene.

Free Enterprise
• Entrepreneurship – Demonstrate how to buy 

and sell stocks.
• Marketing – Create an advertisement.
• Operations – Demonstrate proper purchas-

ing and inventory bookkeeping practices.

Genetics
• Reproduction – Explain how genetic 

information is passed from generation to 
generation.

• DNA – Construct a short DNA chain and 
identify the chain components.

• Heredity – Demonstrate how to complete a 
family pedigree.

Health Care
• Wellness – Show immune system tissues, 

white blood cells, and human blood cell 
slides through the Boreal microscope and 
on-screen.

• First Aid – Demonstrate proper procedures 
for providing first aid to cuts/scrapes, 

Suites Open 
House Suggestions

Every 
Harbor has
something 
to feature 
during an 

open house
Have students demonstrate the equipment at the Propulsion Engineering Harbor (above).

See Harbors, page 30

mailto:mccready@pitsco.com
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Upcoming Events

david_patterson@pitsco.com • 888-728-4548Suites Customer Service

muscle strains, and joint sprains.
• Patient Care – Demonstrate the process for 

recording vital statistics such as tempera-
ture, pulse, and blood pressure.

Health Science
• Nutrition – Demonstrate the process of 

creating a personalized health meal plan.
• Fitness Analysis – Record heart rates of 

guests after exercising using the stationary 
bicycle.

• Health Communications – Assist guests in 
taking a health self-inventory.

Information Technology
• Computer Hardware – Demonstrate how to 

remove/add a memory card, PCI card, and 
DVD drive.

• Software Operations – Demonstrate 
basic skills taught in several Microsoft 
applications.

• Networking – Network a computer to a hub.

Intelligent Systems
• Sensory Imaging – Create a roving robot 

equipped with multiple sensors.

• BioRobotics – Demonstrate how to pick up 
and move an object using the ARM robot.

• Dynamic Logic – Demonstrate the process 
for creating software programs that make 
decisions based on data received from 
sensors.

Multimedia
• Authoring – Develop and run a simple 

Authorware program.
• Animation – Storyboard, draw, and render a 

short animation.
• Audio Video – Manipulate a prerecorded 

video file by adding digital elements such as 
text, graphics, and audio to the video.

Service
• Quality Assurance – Use architectural 

software to design a construction project.
• Professional Services – Measure, cut, and 

assemble a wall using 2 × 4 miniature 
lumber.

• Technical Services – Verify the specifications 
of the wall created by the Professional 
Services students. ■

By David Patterson, Systems Customer 
Service, david_patterson@pitsco.com

Don’t get caught with an empty 
closet. You have numerous 
consumable items that are used 

each and every day, but you may not be 
aware or may have overlooked how long 
the initial supply will last. 

New labs ship with enough of these 
consumable items to accommodate up 
to 144 students. We came up with that 
number based on a study some years 
ago that most schools ran a maximum of 
six periods a day with an average class 
size of 24 students. This translates to four 
Suites in a lab. So if you are running at 

full capacity, you would have 24 students 
in each class multiplied by six hours a 
day, which yields the magic number, 144.

We have given you a starting point for 
figuring out how much you may need; 
now you need to tweak the formula to 
cover your actual number of students.

As you approach the second semes-
ter, you should take an inventory of what 
remains in stock. You will soon receive a 
new consumables catalog, which will be 
helpful in determining what items you 
may need.

If we can be of assistance with these 
or any other aspects of your lab, don’t 
hesitate to contact us. Have a great 
second half of the school year! ■

Sustain your lab 
with ample stock

Harbors Continued from page 29

Proactively approach supplies and funding

Pitsco’s family of companies will be represented at 
education shows and conferences across the country in 
the coming months. If you attend any of these events, 
stop by the Pitsco booth. Our representatives look 
forward to meeting you!

December
N.30-3  Blue Ribbon Schools of Excellence, 

Charleston, S.C.

7-9  National Science Teachers Association 
Western, Salt Lake City, Utah

January
24-26  Florida Educational Technology 

Conference, Orlando, Fla.

February
5-9  Hoosier Association of Science 

Teachers, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

12  Indiana Middle Level State 
Conference, Indianapolis, Ind.

23-25  National Association of Secondary 
School Principals, Las Vegas, Nev.

24-27  American Association of Colleges for 
Teacher Education, New York, N.Y.

26-27  North Carolina Middle School 
Association, Greensboro, N.C.

27-M.2 Illinois Technology Conference for 
Educators, St. Charles, Ill.

March
1-3  Computer Using Educators, Palm 

Springs, Calif.

1-4  American Association of School 
Administrators, New Orleans, La.

2-4  South Carolina Middle School 
Association, Myrtle Beach, S.C.

15-17  International Technology Education 
Association, San Antonio, Texas

17-19  Association for Supervision and 
Curriculum Development,  
Anaheim, Calif.
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Pitsco Research & DevelopmentR&DR&D

By Dana Cochran, Educational Projects Manager
dcochran@pitsco.com

Have you thought about a career in medicine – maybe 
working as a medical technologist or a nurse? What about 
medical records or working in public health? Or maybe you 

would like to be a teacher or a financial planner? Maybe you don’t 
know what you want to be. 

How would you like to try out some of these careers before 
putting in years pursuing a degree or certification program? Lots of 
people start out working toward one career after high school only 
to find out two or three years later that they really don’t like it and 
would rather do something else. Wouldn’t it be nice if while you 
were still in high school you could work in some of the fields you’re 
interested in before committing to a college or training program?

With CareerPorts you can do just that. You can take on virtual 
internships in a variety of jobs within health, business, education, 
and engineering. The course gives you the opportunity to “try it 

before you buy it.” 
You wouldn’t buy clothes without trying them on or purchase a 

car without driving it – why would you decide to go to an engi-
neering school without at least trying some of the tasks that are 
required in that field?

Enroll in a CareerPorts course and see if career realities live up 
to your expectations.

* * *
That’s how you could market your CareerPorts lab to 

students. CareerPorts offer an opportunity that some students 
would never be able to have – the chance to try a job.

We’ve all heard stories of people who went into one field 
and ended up working in a totally different one – all because 
they discovered somewhere along the way that the first job 
wasn’t exactly what they thought it would be. 

Just because students go through a CareerPorts course, 
they aren’t guaranteed to make a career decision and stick 
with it for life. But they will have a better idea of what careers 
they would enjoy and may be more likely to select college or 
vocational programs that serve them well. ■

By Andrea Nwagwu, Public Relations 
Coordinator, anwagwu@pitsco.com

If you’re a Suites facilitator looking into 
upgrading your Aerospace Rocketry 
Suite or adding it to your lab, then 

you’re in for a treat with the newly rede-
signed Vertical X-Stream Wind Tunnel. 

When Pitsco engineers Paul Uttley 
and Gary Jones were presented with the 
challenge of reengineering the old verti-
cal wind tunnel to improve the manu-
facturing process, they recognized an 
opportunity to revamp and improve the 
entire design. As a starting point, they 
looked to the horizontal X-Stream Wind 
Tunnel sold through the Pitsco catalog 
to try to streamline the manufacturing 
process.

To create a vertical X-Stream, the 
designers used the same casing as for 
the horizontal version and designed a 

vertical standing base for it. Next, they 
redesigned the electronics and measur-
ing instrumentation to make the wind 
tunnel easier to use. The new wind 
tunnel features a bigger intake bell that 
improves the compression ratio to 9:1.

As a result of those feature changes, a 
curriculum specialist was able to update 
the curriculum to use the wind tunnel in 
more activities. 

In the updated Suite, students test 
different nose cone shapes, measure the 
aerodynamics of their rockets, conduct 
experiments to better understand the 
principles of the center of pressure and 
center of gravity, and work with the coef-
ficient of drag.

According to Uttley, “The tunnel is 
much better, and, just as importantly, the 
curriculum includes more uses for the 
tunnel.” ■

Promote CareerPorts for what they are
Curriculum gives high school 
students the chance to try a job

New Vertical X-Stream 
Wind Tunnel improves 
Aerospace Rocketry Suite
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By Kristi Bettega, Pitsco Network Site 
Administrator, kbettega@pitsco.com

In this day and age, it is impossible to 
feel out of touch. We have everything 
we could possibly want to know or 

learn at our fingertips. Sports, news, 
games, e-mail . . . all with just a click of 
the mouse. OK, so you’re thinking that 
all of these things seem like spare-time, 
hobby-type items. . . .

Online resources can be an asset at 
work as well. Do you have a question 
about our curriculum, a comment about 
how a session is written, or a concern 
about a product used at one of the 
workstations? If you answered yes to any 
of the above, you are the perfect candi-
date for our teacher forums. The teacher 
forums on www.pitsco-network.com 
(Lab Facilitation menu) are a great place 
for teachers to express their comments, 
concerns, challenges, and to ask ques-
tions of other teachers about manage-

ment issues, materials, or just overall 
teaching strategies and philosophies. 

Each wing (divided by system) of the 
Web site has its own forum section so 
that you can easily find topics of discus-
sion specific to the system implemented 
in your lab.

Once you’ve logged on to www.
pitsco-network.com, navigate to the 
Lab Facilitation Menu, then to Teacher 
Forums. If you’ve never registered within 
the forum, click “Register.” You will be 
asked to create a username and pass-
word specifically for posting information 
on the forum. I would suggest you use 
the same username and password you 
use to enter the Web site. We all have so 
many passwords these days, there is no 
use further confusing ourselves!

After registering, you’re ready to read 
the forum and post your own questions 
or comments. If you don’t see a topic 
that covers your question or concern, 
just create a new one! 

The more teachers we have, the more 
information we will be able to share with 
all of you! If you need login information, 
or have simply forgotten yours, contact 
me via e-mail at kbettega@pitsco.com.  ■

Facilitator Postings
Modules Teachers Forum 
www.pitsco-network.com

Posted by: Modules Facilitator 
Gary Scholtens of Webster City, Iowa. 

Title: Weather Module FYI
Message: In the past, when my 

students have used overhead markers 
on the globe, it quickly was dyed the 
color of the marker used. After a couple 
of years, the paper covering was also 
peeling off. Since a new globe was a 
little pricey, I bought one then took a 
precautionary step. Before it was used 
by the students, I sprayed two coats of 
clear polyurethane over it. It was one of 
the better things I’ve tried. After a year 
of use it still looks brand new. I highly 
recommend it for those that have the 
weather module or are thinking of 
buying it.

* * *

Posted by: jobe111
Title: How do you manage consum-

able supply costs for the lab?
Message:  I sell candy bars in class. 

This is my second year, and seems like I 
make a couple grand a year. Not bad for 
60 cents at a time. I buy the candy bars 
at the local discount store for $12.50 a 
box and sell them for a buck. I can bring 
in $36 bucks per box. I also use them 
as rewards, for birthdays, or whatever. 
Pretty easy and pays for a lot of stuff.

Connect with your peers  
at the click of a mouse
Teacher forums give you 
the chance to post 
questions, get answers

By Andrea Nwagwu, Public Relations Coordinator 
anwagwu@pitsco.com

The F1 in Schools program gives middle school and 
high school students the engineering opportunity of a 
lifetime: design, analyze, make, test, and race their very 

own Formula One (F1) cars. 
Autodesk, Denford, and Pitsco have teamed with the 

Technology Students Association (TSA) to introduce students 
to industry-standard software and equipment that help them 
relate academic and technical subjects and put them into a 
real-life working environment, with the hope to help them 
make informed career choices. 

The teams work with 3-D CAD/CAM software and computa-
tional fluid dynamics software as they strive to build the fastest 
F1 car of the future. They design everything from the car body 
to the wheels and axles, and they assemble the components 

after generating drawings of the race cars. The cars are raced 
on an 80-foot track and are powered by CO2 cartridges. The cars 
reach speeds of close to 50 mph.

Judging is based upon safety, aerodynamics, engineering, 
aesthetics, quality of manufacture, race times, and presenta-
tion. Students also create a display, design a notebook, and 
give oral presentations of their work to a panel of judges. 
Winners of state competitions will compete in Nashville at the 
National TSA Competition in June of 2007.

The F1 in Schools Challenge was initiated in the United 
Kingdom in 1999 to raise the awareness of engineering among 
its students. F1 in Schools is an international challenge cur-
rently in 20 countries.

For more information on how your students can get 
involved in F1 in Schools, visit www.f1inschools.us. ■

F1 in Schools
U.S. students race to learn academic and technical skills
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Pitsco  
Tops the  

Leader Board
Accounting for 80 percent 

of the curriculum in the 
new Tiger Woods Learning 

Center, Pitsco stands second 
to none in delivering hands-on, 
engaging experiences with math, 
science, technology, and real-world 
career exploration. 

Learn about Synergistic Learning Systems, LEGO Education, and Pitsco Ideas & Solutions 
@ www.pitsco.com • 800-828-5787

“Care has been taken to select 
content providers and business 
collaborators that have a similar 

passion for helping students 
realize their potential.”

– Kathy Bihr
Executive Director

Tiger Woods Learning Center

http://www.pitsco.com
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